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VIRTUAL SURFACE BUNDLE GROUPS

J.A. HlLLMAN

We show that all torsion free groups which are virtual surface bundle groups of type
I in Johnson's trichotomy may be realised by aspherical closed smooth 4-manifolds.
(This was already known for type II.)

A surface group is the fundamental group of an aspherical closed 2-manifold, and a
virtual surface bundle group is a torsion free group which has a subgroup of finite index
which is an extension of one surface group by another. If M is a closed 4-manifold with
a finite covering space which is the total space of a fibration over a closed 2-manifold
then M is aspherical and TTI(M) is a virtual surface bundle group. The realisation
question asks whether every virtual surface bundle group is the fundamental group of
some aspherical closed 4-manifold. This question has been studied by Johnson, in a
wider context, in a number of papers. (Note that he uses the term Surface to mean
closed 2-manifold with negative Euler characteristic. Thus a Surface group is a surface
group with trivial centre.)

If H is a subgroup of a group n let CT (H), £TT and >/n denote the centraliser of
H in ir, the centre of ir and the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of TT , respectively. If if is a
normal subgroup of TT conjugation determines a homorphism 9 from TT/K to the outer
automorphism group Out (K). Johnson has shown that if K and K/K are surface
groups with trivial centre then whether

(I) Im0 is infinite and Ker# ^ 1;
(II) Im0 is finite; or

(III) 6 is injective

depends only on TT and not on the subgroup K. The normal subgroup K is unique if

7T is of type I, and there are at most two such subgroups if n is of type II [4].

The trichotomy may be rephrased in terms of centralisers as follows:

(I) CW(K) ^ 1 and [TT : KCn(K)] = oo;
(II) [TT : KC^K)} < oo; or

(III)
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It is easily seen that if p is a subgroup of finite index in n and L = K D p then
CP{L) = 1 if and only if Cn (K) = 1. Since p is virtually a product of surface groups if
and only if n is, commensurate virtual surface bundle groups are of the same type [5].
The trichotomy extends to the cases when (,{TT/K) ^ 1; the three types may then be
characterised by

(I) sft^Z,
(II) v ^ = Z2, and

(III) y/v = l.

As these properties are shared by commensurate torsion free groups the trichotomy
again extends to torsion free groups which are virtually such extensions. On the other
hand, it is inappropriate if QK ^ 1, as there are then nontrivial extensions with trivial
action (0 = 1). Moreover Out (K) is virtually free and so the action 6 is never injective.

Johnson has shown that all virtual surface bundle groups of type II are realisable
[3]. The following theorem shows that all groups of type I are realisable. (Note that we
do not assume the centres are trivial).

THEOREM. Let w be a torsion free group with normal subgroups K < G < w such
that K and G/K are surface groups and [n : G] < oo. Then n is the fundamental
group of an aspherical closed smooth 4-manifold which is the total space of a bundle
over a 2-dimensional orbifold.

PROOF: Let p : w —> w/K be the quotient homomorphism. Since n is torsion
free the preimage in n of any finite subgroup of w/K is a surface group. As the finite
subgroups of w/K have order at most [ir : G], we may assume that w/K has no
nontrivial finite normal subgroup, and so is the orbifold fundamental group of some
2-dimensional orbifold B. Let F be the aspherical closed surface with wi(F) = K.
If w/K is torsion free then B is a closed aspherical surface, and the result follows
from [2]. In general, B is the union of a punctured surface Bo with finitely many
cone discs and regular neighbourhoods of reflector curves (possibly containing corner
points). The latter may be further decomposed as the union of squares with a reflector
curve along one side and with at most one corner point, with two such squares meeting
along sides adjacent to the reflector curve. These suborbifolds Ui (that is, cone discs
and squares) are quotients of D2 and their orbifold fundamental groups rfTb(Ui) are
finite subgroups of 0(2). Since B is finitely covered (as an orbifold) by the aspherical
surface with fundamental group G/K these finite groups embed in n%lh(B) = TT/K , by
the Van Kampen Theorem for orbifolds (see [7]).

The action of w/K on K determines an action of w\(Bo) on K and hence an
F-bundle over Bo. Let Hi be the preimage in w of n%lb(Ui). Then Hi is torsion free
and [Hi : K] < oo, so Hi is a surface group and x(Hi) = x(K)/[Hi '• K\ [1]. Hence Hi
embeds as a discrete uniform subgroup of Isom(X2), where X2 = R2 if x(K) — 0
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X2 = H2 otherwise, and F is a finite covering space of X 2 / i f j . The obvious action of
Hi on X2 x D 2 determines a bundle with general fibre F over the orbifold Ui.

Since self homeomorphisms of F are determined up to isotopy by the induced
outer automorphism class in Out (If) , bundles over adjacent suborbifolds have isomor-
phic restrictions along common edges. Hence these pieces may be assembled to give
a bundle with general fibre F over the orbifold B, whose total space is an aspherical
closed smooth 4-manifold with fundamental group TT, by the Van Kampen Theorem for
orbifolds again. D

COROLLARY. Virtual surface bundle groups of type I are realisable.

PROOF: Let n be a torsion free group with subgroups a and N such that
[IT : a] < co, N is normal in a and N and a/N are surface groups with £N =
Q{a/N) = 1. Let p = nhcrh'1 and K = N n p. Then [n : p] < oo, p is normal in IT,
and K and p/K are surface groups. If p is of type I then K is characteristic in p, by
[4], and so is normal in IT . As TT/K is virtually a surface group, the theorem applies. D

Groups of type II need not have such characteristic subgroups. Let G be a surface
group with (G = 1 and let a; be a nontrivial element of G, and let IT = (G x G,t |
t(9i,92)t-1 = {xg2x-\9i) V(ffi,ff2) e G x G, t2 = (x,x)>. Then TT is of type II, but
has no normal subgroup which is a surface group. A uniform free action of G on H2

determines a uniform free action of IT on H2 x H2, by (<h, <72)-(/ii,/i2) = (<h-/ii><?2-/i2)
and t.(/ii,h2) = (x./i2,/ii), for all (gi,g2) € G x G and (/ii,ft2) € H2 x H 2 . The
corresponding closed H2 x H2-manifold is not fibred over a 2-orbifold, although it is
doubly covered by the product of two surfaces.

The theorem would also settle the realisation question for groups of type III if it
could be shown that every surface bundle group T with ^/TT ~ 1 has a characteristic
subgroup K such that K and TT/K are each surface groups. This is virtually true: if
TT is a surface bundle group and K is a normal surface subgroup such that TT/K is a
surface group with trivial centre then K has only finitely many distinct images <f>(K)
under automorphisms of TT [6]. (The key point is that a surface group with trivial centre
has only finitely many normal subgroups with a given number of generators).

There is at present no good uniqueness result for normal surface subgroups K with
trivial centre when the quotient TT/K is virtually Z2, and it is not known whether every
such group TT is realised by some aspherical closed 4-manifold. (In fact, it also appears
to be unknown in how many ways a 3-dimensional mapping torus may fibre over S1).

On the other hand, if TT is virtually an extension of a surface group by a normal
surface subgroup K with (,K ^ 1 then either y/ir = Z2 and n is the fundamental
group of an aspherical Seifert fibred 4-manifold, with general fibre a torus or Klein
bottle (by the theorem), or TT is virtually poly-Z and is the fundamental group of an
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infrasolvmanifold.
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